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Abstract
The research problem importance is determined by rather poor investigation of trade links in the Middle and Lower Volga region during the times of the Golden Horde; importance of the problem is also caused by the necessity to get the results for writing summarized works on Archaeology, History of trade and to use them during the creation of museum exhibitions and design of educational programs for undergraduate and post-graduate students. The article goal is to describe the leading fields of foreign trade in Lower Volga region as a part of Jochid state and the problems of domestic trade links at this land. The leading method for the problem research is the complex analysis of the data: written, archaeological and numismatic sources that allow get the most complete and realistic view of the trade links. The article is presenting the results that show significant rise of trade connections development in the Volga region of the researched period and the breadth of trade contacts and the peculiarities of inner trade. We also defined the features and the level of trade links development in the Volga region during the period of the Golden Horde. The article materials can be useful for research of the Golden Horde economy as well as the history of World Trade.
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1. Introduction

1.1 Importance of the Problem
The Golden Horde was one of the biggest states of the Middle Ages that existed in the second half of XIII - the second quarter of XV century. That period is characterized by the prosperity of cities and crafts caused by protectionism of khan power and by strong rise of trade: the region had highly developed agriculture production (Nedashkovskii, 2009; Nedashkovsky, 2014a) and special political institutions and social relationships (Fyodorov-Davydov, 1973). The Golden Horde power was notable for high level of monetary circulation, including the small retail trade. The research problem importance is stipulated by rather poor research of trade links of the Middle and Lower Volga region during the times of the Golden Horde (Nedashkovsky, 2012). Significance of the problem is also caused by the necessity to get the results to write summarized works on Archaeology, History of the trade as well as to use them during the creation of museum exhibitions and design of educational programs for undergraduate and post-graduate students.

1.2 Status of the Problem
The rise of trade links in the Volga region can be seen during the period of the Golden Horde. The materials of this research are closely connected with our characteristic of other fields of the Golden Horde economy: farming, cattle-breeding, trades (Nedashkovskii, 2009; Nedashkovsky, 2014a) and crafts (Nedashkovskii, 2009; Nedashkovsky, 2013).

2. Methodological Framework

2.1 Objectives of the Study
The article goal is to characterize the leading fields of foreign trade in the Lower Volga region as a part of Jochid state and the problems of domestic trade links at this land. On the basis of conducted research we have revealed that the Golden Horde cities of the Lower Volga region were closely connected with settled and nomadic neighbourhood through trade contacts and consequently it was incorporated into world trade system.
2.2 Theoretical and Methodological Basis of the Study

The leading method for the problem research is the analysis of the data: written, archaeological and numismatic sources that allow consider the issues of foreign and domestic trade and get the most complete and realistic view of the trade links. The article is presenting the results that show significant rise of trade connections development in the Volga region of the researched period and the breadth of trade contacts and the peculiarities of inner trade. We also defined the features and the level of trade links development in the Volga region during the period of the Golden Horde.

3. Results

3.1 Foreign Trade

Trade links with India dated by the beginning of XIV century are proved by the information about goods (swords, flax and flax linen) brought from Russia to India. The information can be found in the works of the authors of the first half of XIV century – Amir Khusrau and al-Omari (Limonov, 1961; Zahoder, 1955). Export of horses from Kipchaks steppes to Indian lands had great significance in trade contacts with India (Tizengauzen, 1884). Sable and ermine skins were imported to India from the Golden Horde and were mostly bought by Bulgar merchants from the peoples of the North or received from the Russian territory. Some finds of golden coins of Delhi sultans, found in the Volga basin, are well known for research community (Fyodorov-Davydov, 2003). The majority of the Indian coins from the Golden Horde lands were found in the Volga Region. Along with the golden coins the raw ivory (found in the materials of Selitrennoe site) was brought from India; from the Indian ocean shore they brought cowries and corals; at Tsarevskoe site was found open-work bone plate that was decorated by the pictures of an elephant and monkey, the researchers propose its Indian origin (Fyodorov-Davydov, 2001).

Talc-chlorite vessels (mostly cauldrons) and grey-clay pottery were brought from Khorezm to the Volga region and they were found in the west up to Dnestr and Azak. By-turn pottery from the Volga region can be found in Khorezm and Usturt (Fyodorov-Davydov, 2001; Kdyrniyazov, 1978; Poluboyarinova, 2004; 2008; Volkov, 1992). The coins from Khorezm were involved in money circulation of the Volga region cities of the Golden Horde and the silks from Khorezm were delivered to the Volga region and then further to the West.

The Golden Horde silver coins of the Low Volga striking were found in Mongolia, in the Karakorum region (Voytov, 1990).

Silk and brocade fabrics, porcelain (found in the materials of Bolgarskoe and Tsarevskoe sites), Chinese bronze mirrors and the wares made of nephrite were delivered to the Volga region from China. The fragments of Chinese porcelain and even Korean celadon of XIV century have been found at Selitrennoe site (Fyodorov-Davydov, 2001; Fyodorov-Davydov & Bulatov, 1989; Poluboyarinova, 1991; 2003a; 2003b; 2008).

Sturgeon, caviar, furs and salt were exported from the Volga region to the Black Sea and further to the Mediterranean Sea area and Italy (Emanov, 1995; Pegolotti, 1936). The Volga region ceramics of different kinds such as kashi, red-clay glazed ceramics, unglazed and stamped pottery was brought to Azak, Crimea, Northern Black Sea region and Balkans (Fyodorov-Davydov, 2001; Volkov, 1992). Venetian and Genoese merchants traded in the second half of XIII – XIV century in the Low Volga region and further to the east up to India and China (Emanov, 1995; Fyodorov-Davydov, 2001; Karpov, 2000).

The fragments of Trebizond, Triliya, Crimean and Azak amphorae and amphorae-like jars that were found at the monuments of the Low and Middle Volga regions prove that the Golden Horde imported wine and oil; the fragments of presumably Crete pithoses and the Black Sea region glazed pottery were found in the studied region also (Bulatov, 1969; Fyodorov-Davydov, 2001; Koval’, 2003; Nedashkovsky, 2000; 2004; Poluboyarinova, 2008; Volkov, 2001). Western European cloth and flax linen also were brought to the Volga region. Western European bone statuette depicted a lying lion has been found at Uvek site; the bronze frame or the handle of the vessel of Mediterranean origin has been found at Vodyanskoe site; bronze wash-stands of XIII-XV centuries got through the territory of the Volga region from Western Europe to Siberia and bronze statuette of a knight of the French work got to Kazakhstan (Fyodorov-Davydov, 2001). Venetian ducat of XIV century was found near Astrakhan (Fyodorov-Davydov, 2003); a gold florin of 1329 was found in Bulgar in 1863 (Singatullina, 2009). In Karatun hoard Trebizond coin and Prague groschen were found (Fyodorov-Davydov, 2003). A copper coin of Trebizond Emperor Michael III (1341-1349) was found at Vodyanskoe site (Lebedev & Klokov, 2005).

Connections of the Golden Horde Volga region with Byzantium are being confirmed by copper coin of the Emperors Andronicus II and Michael IX Palaeologus (1295-1320) found at Bolgarskoe site and the yperperon of...
Andronicus II (1282-1332) found at the settlement of Samosdelka in the Astrakhan region (Fyodorov-Davydov, 1987; Goncharov, 2003).

Glass lamps with painted enamel of different colours, and other glass vessels, as well as some types of kashi ceramics were brought from the Near East to the Middle and Lower Volga region; probably the marble candlestick with Arabic inscriptions found on Tsarevskoe site has Egyptian origin (Busyatksaya, 1972; 1976; Fyodorov-Davydov, 2001; Fyodorov-Davydov, Vayner & Mukhamadievi, 1970; Koval’, 2003; Poluboyarinova, 1988; 2008). Copper coin of Egyptian sultan from the Mameluks dynasty al-Mu'izz Izz ad-Din Abyak (1250-1257) was found in Dzhuketau (Lebedev, Bugarchev & Gumayunov, 2008). Cairo dinar of Egyptian sultan al-Malik az-Zahir Rukn-ad-Din Baybars I (1260-1277) was found in one of the graves near the village Komsomol’sky of Krasnoyarsk area of Astrakhan region (Fyodorov-Davydov, 2001; 2003; Pavlenko, 2001). Damascus dinar of Mameluks dynasty (771 year A.H.) was found at Selitrennoe site (Lebedev & Klokov, 2005). Artistic brass vessels with gold and silver inlay and expensive silk and brocade fabrics from the Near and Middle East were delivered to the Middle and Lower Volga region.

Finds of the Iranian kashi vessels at the Bolgarskoe site, and in the Lower Volga region fragments of Iranian ceramics such as ‘minai’ type and lustred-painted vessels prove the trade contacts with Iran; red-clay glazed ceramics came from the Transcaucasia to the Volga region (Fyodorov-Davydov, 2001; 2003; Poluboyarinova, 2008; Volkov, 2000b). Silk and brocade, as well as, probably, cotton fabrics were brought from Iran.

Coins of Hulaguids, Jelairids, Timurids and Jagataids were found at the monuments of the Middle and Lower Volga, and in the hoards of these regions. Mostly the coins of Hulaguids, Jelairids and Timurids have been found in big hoards that can be connected with a merchant capital (Nedashkovsky, 2001).

In the Transcaucasia, in turn, silver and copper coins of Jochid khans, from Uzbek to Kildibek, of the Volga region striking were found (Fyodorov-Davydov, 1963). Silver coins of the Golden Horde mintage were found in the Transcaucasic hoards also (Fyodorov-Davydov, 1960; 2003). The trade of North-East Russia with the East took place through the Volga. Ibn abd-az-Zahir wrote about the Volga river in connection with the visit of the ambassadors of the Mameluks sultan to the khan Berke to the Lower Volga region in 1263: ‘The ships of Russians float on it’ (Tizengauzen, 1884). Khorezm stone cauldrons, rings of glass, glass and kashi beads, unglazed, glazed and stamped the Golden Horde ceramics found during the excavations in many Russian cities up to Novgorod and Beloozero, were delivered to Rus from the Golden Horde (Dubynin, 1956; Fyodorov-Davydov, 2001; Golubeva, 1973; Kolyzin, 2001; Koval’, 1995; 1997a; 1997b; 1997c; 2003; Medvedev, 1963; Mongayt, 1948; 1961; Poluboyarinova, 1978; 1993; Rybina, 1978; 2001). Cornelian, rock crystal, lazurite were brought through the Middle and Lower Volga region to Rus (Fyodorov-Davydov, 2001; Rybina, 1978; 2001) as well as the Iranian, Syrian, Central Asian and Transcaucasic glazed ceramics (Kolyzin, 2001; Koval, 1996; 1997a; 1997b; 2003), Chinese celadon wares (Fyodorov-Davydov, 2001; Kolyzin, 2001; Koval, 1997a; 1997c; Poluboyarinova, 2003a) and the Middle East glass vessels (Busyatksaya, 1972; Kolyzin, 2001; Stolyarova, 1997). In the Novgorod birch bark document of the border of the XIV and XV centuries the Middle Asian cotton fabric called “zenden” has been mentioned (Artshikhovskiy, 1969). The hoards of the Golden Horde coins were found in Moscow and Nizhny Novgorod lands (Fyodorov-Davydov, 1960; 2003; Kolyzin 2001; Volkov, 2005b; Zaytsev & Kolyzin, 2005). Separate Jochid dirhems and puls have been found on the territories of Moscow, Tver, Suzdal - Nizhny Novgorod principalities (Fyodorov-Davydov, 1963; Kolyzin 2001; Volkov, 2005a; 2005b). Glass bracelets and amber were delivered to Middle and Lower Volga region from Russian lands. Russian dengas can be often found as an impurity (0.1% to 13.4%) in the Golden Horde hoards of the Volga region; judging by the size of the hoards containing Russian coins, these complexes are probably the savings of merchants, who traded in Rus (Fyodorov-Davydov, 1960; 1963; 1974; 2003; Kolyzin, 2001; Trost’yansky, 2008; Volkov, 2000a). At Selitrennoe site was found the hoard containing more than 3 thousands silver coins, including, in addition to Old Russian dengas, only 5 Golden Horde dirhems of the XV century (Trost’yansky, 2004; 2005). Russian coins can be also found at the settlements of the Middle and Lower Volga region (Goncharov & Trost’yansky, 2004; Lebedev & Klokov, 2005; Nedashkovsky, 2000; Trost’yansky, 2008); at Rozhdestveno V settlement in 2005, in addition to the published exemplars, the anonymous denga of Suzdal mintage (1427-1429) was found. Internecine wars of 1360th-1370th broke the trade in the Volga region. At the end of the XIV century the most important cities of the Golden Horde were in decline or ceased to exist as a result of Timur’s campaigns against the Golden Horde. The main trade routes between East and West has shifted towards the south and stopped to pass through the territory of the Ulus Jochi.
But trade in Saray even in the XV century brought considerable income to foreign merchants. The saved report of Shams ad-Din Muhammad one of the merchant from Shiraz is showing that he sold his goods in Saray in 1438 and purchased there Chinese raw silk, silk damask, satin, European cloth and Russian flax linen (Zahoder, 1955).

Thus, in the Golden Horde period trade relations of the Volga region were flourished. Geography of contacts is very wide - Rus, Western and Central Europe, the Black Sea and the Mediterranean Sea regions, the Middle and Near East, Central and Middle Asia, India, China and Korea.

3.2 Domestic Trade

The basis of the inner trade of the Volga region of Jochid state were close links of the cities with small towns and rural settlements of their regions, trade relations with other regions of the Golden Horde and the contacts of sedentary and nomadic populations that shared the products of crafts and agriculture, on the one hand, and cattle-breeding - on the other. Domestic trade was based on a highly developed monetary circulation that met the needs of the big and small-scale retail trades.

Cities exchanged the high-tech products (glazed ceramics, glassware, cast-iron and many types of wares from non-ferrous metals) for the products of agriculture and trades delivered to the city from rural settlements; small urban and rural settlements lacked high-tech products. Simple forms of non-ferrous metals elaboration, of course, existed in small towns and rural settlements that is confirmed by the findings of metal splashes and scraps of metal at the settlements Bagaevka, Kolotov Buerak, Sovetskoe and Hmelevskoe I in the region of Uvek site as well as at Vodyanskoie site, where moulds were found (the only case of their finds outside the large cities). The Golden Horde unglazed pottery was also delivered from the cities to the countryside. The bulk of forging wares found at the rural settlements we also have to recognize as the production of urban craft.

It is through the cities as the big centres of international trade (from the urban monuments came all separate finds of foreign coins in the Lower Volga as well as the bulk of imports and wares imported from other regions) the villages received imported goods: wine in amphorae, brocade and silk fabrics, sometimes even luster ceramics and glass vessels with polychrome decorations. Finds of fragments of Trebizond amphorae are known from the settlements of Bagaevka (fragments of Triliya amphorae were also found there), Kolotov Buerak, Hmelevskoe I and Shiroky Buerak in the region of Ukek. Fragments of luster and painted glass vessels have been found during our excavations of Bagaevka settlement.

A variety of crafts (pottery manufacturing, glassmaking, cast-iron production, advanced forms of non-ferrous metals processing) could not exist in a nomadic way of life, therefore, all their products found in the burial monuments of nomads should be considered imported, delivered from the settlements of the Lower Volga region. Getting livestock and dairy products from the nomads, the city supplied them by crafts wares. Imported goods, in particular, wine in the amphorae, brocade and silk were also delivered for nomads.

Economic links were carried out not only through the direct exchange of food and raw materials for crafts wares, but to a greater extent by the commodity-money relations; this is confirmed by numerous finds of both silver and copper coins of the Golden Horde on many rural settlements and in the burial mounds of nomads.

4. Discussions

The problem of trade links of the Volga Region during the period of the Golden Horde is presented in a short chapter of the book written by G.A.Fyodorov-Davydov (Fyodorov-Davydov, 2001) only, where we can find the material about the trade in Jochid state but the author involved little materials from the Volga region, he did not studied the problems of domestic trade, pointed on less directions of trade connections and did not take into account some categories of marketing.

5. Conclusion

Researched materials allow to understand the peculiarity of economical interaction of the Golden horde city with its regions based on the exchange of the products of crafts, farming, cattle-breeding, trades and goods got by the means of distant international trade.

Rural regions of the Golden horde cities of the Lower Volga Region had well-developed agriculture and trades that could partly provide the cities by food and raw materials. The villages were provided through the cities by crafts products (glazed and unglazed ceramics, glass and cast-iron wares, goods from ferrous and non-ferrous metals) and expensive imported goods (wine, brocade and silk).

Nomads changed the products of cattle-breeding and got many craft goods most of which were made in the cities especially for them taking into account nomads’ traditions and art demands (vessels, bone ornamented facings of
quivers and some sorts of mirrors) (Nedashkovsky, 2014b). They also got imported goods that were also delivered to rural settlements.

It is evident that the Golden Horde cities of the Low Volga region were closely connected by the contacts of domestic trade (based on commodity-money relations) with the settled and nomadic periphery.

6. Recommendations
The article materials can be useful for research of the Golden Horde economy as well as the History of World Trade.
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